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IMPROVED ATRIAL RETRACTOR

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to atrial retractors for use in heart surgery, more in particular for minimally invasive heart surgery, and to a retractor head for such an atrial retractor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The heart consists of a thick muscular layer, the myocardium, which defines four chambers: two upper chambers, the atria, and two lower chambers, the ventricles. The atrium and ventricle on the left side are separated by a mitral valve.

During minimally invasive heart surgery, an atrial retractor is typically used to move portions of the heart tissue and to expose the pulmonary veins and/or the mitral valve. The retraction can be accomplished by using an atrial retractor head that contacts the tissue adjacent to the mitral valve. Placing and setting of an atrial retractor takes a certain amount of time and may damage the heart tissue. It is an object of the present invention to provide an atrial retractor which allows easier placement and less damage of the heart tissue.

US 2005/0228232 discloses a number of improved atrial retractors which are shown in figures 11 and 12 of the specification. While the user of this retractor can immobilize the blade portions relative to each other in a generally fanlike configuration by tightening or loosening a screw, the adjustment of the retractor head is still very limited.

The object of the invention is to provide an improved atrial retractor, and an improved retractor head.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a first embodiment the present invention provides an atrial retractor for use in a surgical procedure on a heart, more in particular for minimally invasive heart surgery, comprising an elongated handle, a retractor head and a first hinged connection between the handle and the retractor head. The elongated handle defines an access with first and second ends, the second end being connected to a proximal end part of the retractor head. The hinged connection is so configured that it is adjustable when the retractor head is placed in the heart. The retractor head has a shape and dimensions to be placed in the atrium of the heart to move the heart tissue to create more space at the location to perform surgery on. Such a retractor with hinged connection has the advantage of an improved placement and surgical access during minimally invasive heart surgery when compared to the retractors of the prior art. The hinged connection also allows for more flexibility in external placement of tools and tool positions.

In a further embodiment of the present invention, the first hinged connection is configured in such a way that it is sealed from bio-hazards throughout its full range of motion. This can be achieved by using a hinged connection with two components with contact surfaces that remain in contact during the full range of motion and that seal an internal part of the hinged connection, wherein the adjustment of the angle of the blade relative to the handle is done in said internal cavity. According to an alternative embodiment a flexible tube is used to seal the hinged area from bio-materials.

The present invention also provides an improved retractor head for use in a surgical procedure on a heart comprising a retractor blade and a flap. The flap is connected to a side of the retractor blade via a hinged connection. This hinged connection is preferably adjustable allowing the flap to be locked in a number of predetermined positions while the retractor head is placed in the heart. According to an embodiment the flap can be folded in against the retractor head, so it can be manoeuvred into small places and then opened up to a number of positions allowing it to retract larger areas and odd-shaped areas for improved surgical access.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other features and advantages of the invention will be further elucidated with the following description, including the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an embodiment of the atrial retractor according to the invention;

Figure 2 is an exploded view of the embodiment of figure 1;

Figure 3A is a detailed view of the retractor head end of figure 2;

Figure 3B is a detailed view of the hand grip end of figure 2;

Figures 4A and 4B are views of the hinged connection in two different positions of the retractor head:
(A) the retractor head is tilted at 20 degrees downward relative to the handle;
(B) the retractor head is tilted at 10 degrees upward relative to the handle;

Figure 5 is a detailed view of the hand grip end of the atrial retractor of figure 1, wherein the hand grip has been made transparent for clarity purposes;

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a second embodiment of the retractor head of the invention;

Figure 7 is an exploded view of the embodiment of figure 6;

Figures 8A and 8B show a third embodiment of the retractor head of the invention;

Figures 9A and 9B show a fourth and fifth embodiment of the invention; and

Figure 10 shows a sixth embodiment of the invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Figure 1 shows a first embodiment of an atrial retractor for use in a surgical procedure on the heart. The atrial retractor mainly comprises an elongated handle 1 and a retractor head comprising a blade 2 with a form adapted to be placed in the atrium, so that the heart tissue can be moved to create more space for a better surgical access to the mitral valve during minimally invasive heart surgery.

The elongated handle 1 defines an axis 13 and has a first end 11 and a second end 12. The retractor head has a proximal end part 21 and a distal end part 22. The proximal end part 21 is connected to the second end 12 of the handle 1 by means of a first hinged connection 3 defining a first pivot axis 31 perpendicular on the axis of the handle 1. The hinged connection 3 allows the retractor head 2 to be tilted at a positive or negative angle for improved placement and improved surgical access during the surgical procedure. The hinged connection 3 also allows for more flexibility in external placement of tools and tool positions.

During a typical operation the retractor head is placed inside the heart at the side of the atrium by means of surgical forceps. Then the handle 1 is introduced through a small opening in the chest and is mounted to the blade 2. To facilitate this mounting, the retractor head comprises a coupling element 4 attached to the retractor head 2 by means of a clamping element 23 and two screws 24. The coupling element 4 is provided with an internal screw thread 25 for cooperation with a corresponding screw thread 26 at the second end 12 of the handle 1. In that way the handle can be simply screwed into the coupling element 4 of the retractor head. Note that any other suitable system may be used for connecting the handle 1 to the retractor head 2. Instead of a screw system, a snap-connection could be used, for example. In that way the second end of the handle can be clicked in the retractor head.

Once the handle 1 is properly attached to the retractor blade 2, the retractor can be manipulated to offer the surgeon a maximum amount of space and visibility. Figures 4A and 4B show two different positions where the retractor blade 2 is tilted at a $-20^\circ$ angle and at a $+10^\circ$ angle relative to the axis 13 of the handle 1, respectively.
Now the hinged connection 3 and the adjusting means for adjusting the tilting angle will be described in detail referring to figures 3A and 3B. The hinged connection 3 comprises a first coupling component 5 and a second coupling component 6. The skilled person will understand that the first coupling component 5 could be formed as an integral part with the hollow rod 14 of the handle 1. To realize the first hinged connection 3 first pin holes 7, 17 are provided, which extend through the first coupling component 5 and through the second coupling component 6 in a direction perpendicular on the axis 13 of the handle 1. A hinge pin 9 extends through the first pin holes 7, 17.

The first coupling component 5 has a first contact surface 51 and an extension 53 protruding out of said contact surface 51 in the direction of the second coupling component 6. This extension 53 has a third contact surface 55. The second coupling component 6 has a second contact surface 52, and a recess 54 in said second contact surface for receiving the extension 53. The recess 54 has a fourth contact surface 56. The pin hole 7 for hinge pin 9 is provide through the extension 53 perpendicular on the axis 13. In the assembled state the first contact surface 51 abuts against the second contact surface 52, wherein contact between these contact surfaces is maintained during tilting. The same applies for the third and fourth contact surfaces 55, 56. To obtain a maintained contact during tilting, the contact surfaces 51, 52, 55, 56 have a cylindrical shape with a cylinder axis coinciding with the first pivot axis 31. Note that other shapes are possible, such as a spherical shape. It is sufficient if – viewed in a longitudinal section of the components 5 and 6 – the end surfaces describe a circular arc around the pivot axis 31. Such a hinged connection allows for a linear range of motion in both directions (upward motion, figure 4B; downward motion, figure 4C).

Using end surfaces as described above, the hinged connection can be sealed from bio-hazards throughout its full range of motion, as will be further discussed below. Note also that other modifications are possible, such as providing the second coupling component with an extension and the first coupling component with a recess. Also, more than one extension/recess configuration could be envisaged.

The adjusting means for adjusting the angle of the retractor head relative to the axis 13 of the handle 1, comprise an elongated lever 15 with a first end 41 and a second end 42. The lever 15 extends through a hollow section 14 of the handle 1 into a
hollow section 57 in the first coupling component 5. The hollow section 57 extends all the way into the extension 53. In that way the second end 42 of the lever 15 can extend into the extension 53 where it can be connected to the second coupling component 6. To connect the lever to the second coupling component, a second hinged connection is used between the lever 15 and the second coupling component 6. Second pin holes 8, 18 are provided which extend through the lever 15 and through the second coupling component 6 in a direction perpendicular on the axis 13 of the handle 1. A second hinge pin 10 extends through the second pin holes 8, 18. This second hinged connection translates an axial movement of the lever 15 into a tilting movement of the blade 2 around the first pivot axis 31 (hinge pin 9). According to a further developed embodiment the remote lever could have additional pivot points for an additional range of motion of the retractor blade 2.

The second end part 42 of the lever 15 is further provided with a cam 58 which abuts against a bearing surface 59 in the hollow section 57, when the blade 2 is positioned in its most downward position, see figure 4A. Note that the location of the cam 58 and the bearing surface 59 is chosen in function of the dimensions of the hollow section 57 in the extension 53 and in function of the dimensions of the contact surfaces 51, 52, 55, 56. The design is such that in the utmost downward position and the utmost upward position of the blade 2, the internal cavity 57 remains sealed. In other words, the dimensions are chosen to ensure that there is never a gap throughout the full range of motion. Note in particular that the underside of contact surface 52 of the second coupling component 6 does not rise above the underside of hollow section 57 – see figure 4A.

The first end 41 of the lever 15 is provided with screw thread for connection to an internally threaded part 30. The internally threaded part 30 is rotatably mounted in hand grip 38 by means of a spacer element 37 and a spring clip 31. The spring clip 31 further ensures that rod 30 is fixed along the axis 13 of the handle 1, and cannot be pushed out of the hand grip 38. The rod 30 is further provided with a bearing surface 33 and a keyed head 34 (here a square head) at the first end 11 of the handle 1. The square head has a screw hole for mounting in the center. The keyed head 34 connects to a knob 35 to allow the device to be more easily manipulated. Further a seal ring 36 is placed between the knob 35 and the bearer surface 33, preventing any bio-hazards
from entering the internal threaded rod 30. Turning the knob, the internal threaded rod 30 is rotated adjusting the length of the remote lever 15 both in and out. The screw thread of the rod 30 also works as an automatic lock and stabilizer preventing the lever 15 from moving in or out by itself once the retractor head 2 is correctly positioned.

The skilled person will understand that the internal thread rod mechanism could be replaced with a worn gear mechanism or a paw and racketing device.

The retractor which has been described above referring to figures 1 to 4 further has a self-adjusting retractor head, as will be explained below. The coupling element 4 has a barrel-shaped outer surface 70 and is mounted in the base 71 of the retractor head 2, said base 71 having a recess with a corresponding shape 72. Such a barrel-type hinge 70, 71 allows a limited motion around a vertical axis 73 perpendicular on the axis 13 of the handle 1. The range of motion may vary based on the application. Further a pin or a screw (not shown) may be used to retain the screw thread mount of the second end of the handle 1 in the coupling element 4, while allowing it to pivot. Hence, this barrel-type hinge allows the retractor head 2 to automatically self-adjust its position to more evenly distribute pull weight in relation to the flesh it is retracting. This is advantageous in that it reduces the specific amount of load on any given area by more evenly distributing this load. Reducing the load will also reduce the amount of tissue damage during retraction. This is also a benefit because it allows for more flexibility in the retractor placement and hence a better positioning access to the given surgical area.

Now a second embodiment of a retractor head will be described in detail referring to figures 6-8. In this second embodiment a pivoting flap 40 is attached to one side of the retractor blade 2. The flap 40 can be folded against the retractor blade 2, so that it can be manoeuvred into small places and then opened up to a number of positions allowing it to retract larger areas and/or odd shaped areas for improved surgical access. Such an improved access will reduce the accidental injury to surgical peripheral areas, will shorten surgical operation time, and will improve overall procedure success rates.
The flap 40 is adjustably connected to one side of the retractor blade 2 using a hinged connection. This is done by means of an adjustable clutch type mechanism 46, 47, 48 allowing the flap 40 to be locked in various predetermined positions. The hinged connection between the flap 40 and the side of the retractor blade 2 uses a first hollow rod 41 at a side of the flap 40 and a second hollow rod 42 at the side of the blade 2, the first rod being in line with the second rod. The second hollow rod 42 is provided with an internal screw thread 61. A pin 43 is screwed inside the second hollow rod and extends through the first rod 41. A cylindrical end element 44 is put on top of the pin 43 extending through the first rod 41. Element 44 and the end of pin 43 are provided with pin holes for receiving a pin 45 for fixing the pin 43 in the first rod 41.

The clutch type mechanism comprises a spring 48 and two clutch elements 46, 47 which are fixed against rotation relative to the first and second rod 41, 42, respectively. Pin 43 is further provided with a bearing surface 60, so that the spring 48 can be mounted between the second clutch element 47 and the bearing surface 60. The clutch device is designed in such a way that it is sealed for bio-hazards. This is achieved by integrating the clutch mechanism completely in the two rods 41, 42.

Variations of this hinge type connection may use spring washers, ball detents, and/or disposable plastic parts with keyed snaps and/or locking connections. The main idea is that the flap 40 can be adjusted and locked in different positions relative to the retractor blade 2. The adjustment control of the flap 40 may be activated inside the patient by using forceps to pull open the flap if needed during surgery.

Note further that the retractor blade 2 is provided with edges 25, 26 at its proximal and distal end. These edges may be provided with recesses 27, 28 to facilitate manipulating the retractor blade 2 using forceps. Also the surface 29 of the blade 2 directed towards the handle, may be a rough surface to create more resistance between this surface and the heart tissue for a better grip.

A third embodiment of the retractor head is shown in figures 8A and 8B. In this third embodiment the adjustable flap of friction plate 40 uses a floating pivot pin 106 which is trapped in place by a retaining set screw 107. The plate 2 is provided with two hinge barrels 101, 102, and the flap 40 is provided with a hinge barrel 104 fitting between hinge barrels 101 and 102. Washers 103, 105 are inserted between the hinge...
barrels. The so formed hinge assembly can be compressed by means of the retaining set screw 107. The tighter this screw is turned, the more friction is generated between the hinge barrels, so that the amount of friction on the hinge can be adjusted for various applications. The washers 103, 105 are used to make the hinge motion more smooth and consistent, but for certain applications the washers could be eliminated. Due to the simplicity of the various parts of this hinge connection, this is a cost effective alternative compared to the second embodiment of the retractor head. Of course, depending on the dimensions and form of the retractor head, it may be preferable to use more than three hinge barrels or to use a different hinge connection.

Figures 9A and 9B show a fourth and fifth embodiment of the retractor head of the invention. In the fourth embodiment a ball and socket connection is used. This allows for a three-dimensional movement of the flap 40 relative to the plate 2. As an alternative shown in figure 9B, a bent wire can be used between flap 40 and plate 2. The skilled person will realize that instead of one bent wire multiple flexible wires may be used, and that a spring or spring-like material is also suitable. Such an arrangement allows the flap to be bent and positioned in any direction.

According to yet another embodiment, separate extensions may be attached to the retractor head. For example, instead of the flap 40, separate extensions with various fixed angles could be used, said extensions being configured to be fixed to the retractor head. In that way the same function as that of the hinged flap 40 is achieved, but with less adjustability. Such an embodiment is shown in figure 10. Separate blade extensions 122 with various fixed angles 123 snap to the edge of the retractor blade 2 via an overlapping snap connection 120, 121.

The embodiments described above are examples of devices having elements corresponding to the elements of the invention recited in the claims. Those skilled in the art will understand that it is possible to use embodiments having alternative elements that likewise correspond to the devices claimed. The intended scope of the invention does include other embodiments than the examples given above, and the scope of protection is only determined by the claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. Atrial retractor for use in a surgical procedure on a heart with a left and a right atrium and a mitral valve, comprising:
   an elongated handle (1) defining an axis (13) and having first and second ends (11, 12);
   a retractor head (2) having a proximal end part (21) and a distal end part (22);
   said retractor head (2) being configured to be placed in the atrium to move the heart tissue to create more space at the location to perform surgery on;
   said proximal end part being connectable to the second end (12) of the handle (1) via a first hinged connection (3) defining a first pivot axis (31), said hinged connection being adjustable when the retractor head is placed in the heart.

2. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 1, wherein the first pivot axis (31) is perpendicular on the handle (1) and substantially parallel to the surface of the retractor head.

3. Atrial retractor as defined in any of the previous claims, further comprising adjusting means for adjusting the angle of the retractor head (2) relative to the axis (13) of the handle (1).

4. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 3, wherein the adjusting means comprise an elongated lever (15), said lever having a first end (41) and a second end (42), said second end (42) of the lever being connected to the proximal end part (21) via a second hinged connection defining a second pivot axis (32) parallel to the first pivot axis (31), such that manipulating the lever (15) causes tilting of the retractor head around the first pivot axis (31).

5. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 4, wherein the handle (1) comprises an elongated hollow section (14), the lever extending through said hollow section.

6. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 5, further comprising an internally threaded part (30) at the first end of the handle (1), said internally threaded part being rotatable around the axis of the handle and fixed against movement in the direction of the axis.
of the handle, wherein the first end of the lever is provided with screw thread cooperating with the internally threaded part such that a rotation of the internally threaded part causes a movement of the lever along the axis of the handle.

7. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 6, wherein the internally threaded part (30) is provided with a keyed head (34) connecting to a knob (35) at the first end of the handle for rotating the internally threaded rod, and so moving the lever in a longitudinal direction to tilt the retractor head (2).

8. Atrial retractor as defined in any of the previous claims, wherein at least the first hinged connection is sealed against bio-hazards.

9. Atrial retractor as defined in any of the previous claims, wherein the first hinged connection comprises a first part (5) with a first contact surface (51) and an extension (53) protruding out of said end surface, said extension having a third contact surface (55); and a second part (6) with a second contact surface (52) and a recess (54) therein for the extension of the first part, said recess having a fourth contact surface (56), the second part pivoting with respect to the first part around the first pivot point, wherein the first and second end surfaces contact one another and describe a circular course around the first pivot point and wherein the third and the fourth end surfaces contact one another and describe a circular course around the first pivot point.

10. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 9, wherein first pin holes (7, 17) extend through the extension of the first part and through the second part in a direction perpendicular on the axis of the handle, a hinge pin (9) extending through the first pin holes.

11. Atrial retractor as defined in any of the previous claims, wherein at least the first hinged connection is received in a flexible tube for sealing the hinged connection against bio-hazards.
12. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 4, wherein the first and second hinged connection use a first part (5) with a first end surface (51) and an extension (53) protruding out of said end surface; and a second part (6) with a second end surface (52) and a recess (54) therein for the extension of the first part, the second part (6) being hingedly connected to the first part (5) around the first pivot axis, wherein the first part has a hollow section (57) for the second end of the lever (15), the second end of the lever extending in said hollow section and being hingedly connected to the second part around the second pivot axis.

13. Atrial retractor as defined in claim 12, wherein the second hinged connection uses second pin holes (8, 18) extending through the lever (15) and through the second part (6) respectively, and a second hinge pin (10) extending through the second pin holes.

14. Retractor head for use in an atrial retractor for use in a surgical procedure on a heart with a left and a right atrium and a mitral valve, comprising: a retractor blade (2) having a proximal end part (21) and a number of sides, said proximal end part being connectable to a handle (1) of the retractor, and said retractor head (2) being configured to be placed in the atrium and to move the heart tissue to create more space at the location to perform surgery on; a flap (40), said flap being connected to a side of the retractor blade via a third hinged connection defining a third pivot axis (49).

15. Retractor head as defined in claim 14, wherein the third hinged connection is adjustable allowing the flap to be locked in a number of predetermined positions while the retractor head is placed in the heart.

16. Retractor head as defined in claim 14, wherein the adjustable third hinged connection uses a clutch type mechanism.

17. Hinged connection defining a first pivot point, a first part (5) comprising a first contact surface (51) and an extension (53) protruding out of said end surface, said extension having a third contact surface (55); and
a second part (6) with a second contact surface (52) and a recess (54) therein for the extension of the first part, said recess having a fourth contact surface (56), the second part pivoting with respect to the first part around the first pivot point, wherein the first and second end surfaces contact one another and describe a circular course around the first pivot point and wherein the third and the fourth end surfaces contact one another and describe a circular course around the first pivot point.

18. Hinged connection as defined in claim 17, wherein the first pivot point is part of a pivot axis, first pin holes (7, 17) being provided through the extension of the first part and through the second part in the direction of the pivot axis, a hinge pin (9) extending through said first pin holes.

19. Hinged connection as defined in claims 17 or 18, further comprising a lever with a first end and a second end, said lever extending through the first part and the second end of the lever being connected to the second part via a second hinged connection defining a second pivot point, such that manipulating the lever causes pivoting of the second part relative to the first part.

20. Hinged connection as defined in claims 18 and 19, wherein the second pivot point is part of a second pivot axis perpendicular to the first pivot axis, the second hinged connection using second pin holes (8, 18) extending through the lever (15) and through the second part (6), respectively, and a second hinge pin (10) extending through said second pin holes.
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